Return of the ‘Blue Joggler’

Man attempts to have punch to his stomach

By MEGAN JUNUS
News Writer

A Knott Hall Resident was punched in the stomach Monday evening by a man asking if she would punch him in the stomach. The puncher, a sophomore chemistry major, security assistant professor of management, predicted Matta yesterday.

Matta feels about:

Matta was secure in his belief that the United States is involved in the Gulf for economic reasons above all others. He cautioned that the United States will not secure itself of getting that recognition of its own at any cost.

The University of Notre Dame has attempted to increase understanding, and certainly information through such events as the Year of Women, the Year of Cultural Diversity, Multicultural Week and Africa Week.

Though Matta remained objective in his discussion, he did appear from the belief that the United States is involved in the Gulf for economic reasons above all others. He cautioned U.S. citizens from accepting the policy of its government that it is involved because of a moral concern for the Kuwaitis or Saudi Arabians.

Matta was secure in his belief that the United States has a definite vested interest in a natural resource that belongs to the Arabs, and it wanted to secure itself of getting that resource at a cheap price.

The United States gets over 90 percent of its oil from its own home, so it does not have much of an interest in the oil available in the Middle East. But, Matta contends, the strategic control of this oil and the ability to regulate prices would make the United States a better economic competitor for the Germans and the Japanese. It is this desire for the strategic advantage that is driving the U.S. to the Gulf for economic reasons above all others.

Indian invasion?

 Glad in the native dress of various cultures, students kicked off the Multicultural Festival with what appears to be some sort of tribal dance at the Fieldhouse Mall yesterday.

Lecture gives glimpse of Arab perspective in Gulf

By MICHAEL MASONE
News Writer

In a break from the Western perspective on the crisis in the Gulf, Notre Dame had a first hand chance to hear the Arab point of view on the situation yesterday at a lecture given by Khashi Matta.

Khashi Matta and military strength he earns credibility.

On the other hand, some, such as the leaders of Egypt and Syria, view Hussein as a threat and reject the way he treats his own people. Matta refuted the idea that Hussein is no more than a "crazed madman who is picking international fights." As for this vision of "upsets," all feelings are mixed. Some view Kuwait merely as an extension of Iraq, and consider the invasion an "internal matter for the Iraqis to solve." Other Arab nations are actually jealous of Kuwait, whose incredible wealth and small population leave it with an extremely high standard of living.

But perhaps the most common shared feelings are those aimed at the U.S. government and its involvement in the crisis. Matta called it a feeling of "general apprehension," since historically the United States has not proved to be a reliable ally.

Though Matta remained objective in his discussion, he did appear from the belief that the United States is involved in the Gulf for economic reasons above all others. He cautioned U.S. citizens from accepting the policy of its government that it is involved because of a moral concern for the Kuwaitis or Saudi Arabians.

Matta was secure in his belief that the United States has a definite vested interest in a natural resource that belongs to the Arabs, and it wanted to secure itself of getting that resource at a cheap price.

The United States gets over 90 percent of its oil from its own home, so it does not have much of an interest in the oil available in the Middle East. But, Matta contends, the strategic control of this oil and the ability to regulate prices would make the United States a better economic competitor for the Germans and the Japanese. It is this desire for the strategic advantage that is driving the U.S. to the Gulf for economic reasons above all others.

More on the Gulf / page 7

ND Student Senate votes to recognize gay/lesbian day

By PETER AMEND
News Writer

After an hour and a half of vehement debate, the Student Senate voted 11-5 in favor of a resolution that acknowledges Gay and Lesbian National Coming Out Day.

Joe Wilson, senator of District #4, presented the original resolution to the Senate Monday evening. The majority of the Senate immediately ac­ cepted the first three stanzas of the resolution, which are:

"Be it resolved that the Student Senate of the University of Notre Dame, recognizing and fully appreciating the Catholic nature of this University and all that it represents, wholehearted­ly condemns discrimination, harassment, and violence against any person.

"Recognizing that many stu­ dents on this campus often see­ the oppression that comes from misinformation and misunderstanding about the different, re­ ligious or sexual differences, the Student Senate calls on the student body of this University to stand up against any form of violence, discrimination and harassment.

"The University of Notre Dame has attempted to in­ crease understanding, and disseminate information through such events as the Year of Women, the Year of Cultural Diversity, Multicultural Week and Africa Week.

However, the debate was fo­ cused on the fourth stanza, which dealt with connection­ between a formal acceptance of National Coming Out Day and its relevance to the three previ­ ous stanzas. The fourth stanza, in the original resolution, reads as follows:

"Be it resolved that the Notre Dame Student Senate hopes to increase further awareness by recognizing October 11, 1990, as National Coming Out Day at Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s University. It recognizes the problems and concerns faced by gay and lesbian stu­ dents.

However, some Senate mem­ bers said this fourth stanza not only asks to reject negative attitudes and actions against gay and lesbian persons, but also implies a public promotion of homosexuality by the ND Student Senate.

"This is the resolution stood in finality:

"Be it resolved that the Univer­ sity of Notre Dame Student Senate recognizes that October 11, 1990, is National Coming Out Day in order to further the awareness of the discrimina­ tion, harassment, and violence suffered by gay and lesbian persons.

Student Body President Rob Pasin, upon the passing of the resolution, said, "The resolu­ tion addresses the issue of harassment and discrimination on campus, not homosexuality, and therefore, I support it."

This is how the resolution stood in finality:

Operation Desert Shield

150,000 American soldiers, sailors and airmen

Special operations forces: 250 Army Rangers, 1,600 Air Force personnel trained in unconventional warfare tactics such as sabotage

U.S. Marines: 38,000 troops, formation, more than 45,000 personal

U.S. Army: 26,000 ground, air and sea vehicles

Forces from 20 other countries: a variety of ground, air and naval forces in the gulf from Britain, France, Egypt, Syria and Morocco

U.S. Navy: 4 aircraft carriers, including a battle ship with 32 Tomahawk cruise missiles that can be launched to attack AWACS

An estimated eight nuclear submarines in the area

Additional U.S. ground forces: 3 division, 1 regiment, 4 brigades, and a battalion, about 15,000 troops in Saudi Arabia, including hundreds of M1 Abrams tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles

See MATTA / page 3
Sharon Brannen of the Christian Appalachian Project Volunteer Program will be available in the CSC from 2-5 p.m. at the Volunteer Fair tonight.

Saint Mary’s Urban Plunge information night is tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge. Come and find out about the 48-hour look into inner-city problems which is held over Christmas break in metropolitan areas near you. Past student participants will be there to answer questions and tell of their experiences.

An intra-squad varsity hockey game will be held on Oct. 5 at 7 p.m. in the JACC. There will be performances by Jill Trenary, Christopher Bowman; dance teams Susan Wynne and Joseph Gruar, Sharon Brannen and Doug Williams. In addition there will be appearances on Ice by Lou Holtz, Dorothy Hamill, Richard Rosenthal and hockey coach Ric Schoafer.

Donate your Stanford football tickets so the clients of Logan Center can see the game in person. Drop off your tickets at the dining halls this Wednesday, Thursday or Friday at dinner or put them in the CSC mailbox for Logan Center, 444 Lewis Hall or 187 Dillon.

Patrick Wright, a world renowned playwright, was reported to have died on Sunday, October 1. He was residing in Sydney, Australia at the time of his demise. White is remembered for having been a world-renowned playwright. He was awarded the Nobel Prize. He was also remembered for his contributions to the world of literature.

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights reserved.
Matta continued from page 1

Sandusky shares artistic experience

BY RENEY YOUNG
News Writer

Reality and instinct were two of the themes discussed yesterday by Billy Ray Sandusky in his lecture "One Painter's Perspective."

Sandusky is an assistant professor in the art department of Saint Mary's where he teaches drawing, painting and print making. His talk traced his path to the intellectual and art community. From grade school he found escape in art. He attended high school and graduated school in Indianapolis and New Orleans. According to Sandusky, in art school the only way to look good was to make the work look bad—they were taught standards, one hundred started the program, twelve graduated.

During the sixties, Sandusky was involved in the Gulf in making art with the hard times on the streets. He continued with it, eventually moving to Italy where he worked and studied for seven years.

He came to Saint Mary's where he considers teaching as "trying to get out of them (students) what is inside them and giving them the space to do it." As to the work of his students, the undergraduate art work at Saint Mary's compares to that in most graduate schools in the country.

A faculty member since 1980, Sandusky received first place in the Fine Arts Category in the Air Brush Competition. The competition was sponsored by Airbrush Action magazine in January of this year, and was open to all artists.

About his work, which is primarily abstract expressionism, Sandusky believes that there are "no boundaries for the different people—people see their own and all can re-exist, but no one can ever clearly see what is going on.

Currently Sandusky is also on exhibit at the Saint Bend Art Center in October.

The third in the Life of the Mind lecture series will be conducted by Corrine McGaughy, chairperson and associate professor of education.

Saint Mary's starts autumn with 'Fall Fest' -Continued from page 1

A desperate call

Pope John Paul II in an intense mood during the solemn Mass he celebrated Sunday marking the start of the World Synod. The month long assembly was called to revitalize the priesthood in the wake of a "burnout" to vocational life and challenges to celibacy.

In addition to the Mass, John Paul read the names of 493 priests who died last year in the United States "the blood of its children." He wonders if Americans are prepared for this reality.

Matta's prevailing message was a yearning for a peaceful solution to the matter. His feeling is that the longer the United States remains in the Gulf, the more hostility that will arise.

In the event of war, Matta claims, any tactics, no matter how outrageous, can be employed. "We need to look at the human perspective," pleads Matta. "Instead of focusing on claims, any tactics, no matter how outrageous, can be employed. We need to look at the human perspective," pleads Matta. "Instead of focusing on self, seemed to be calling for solution to the matter. His claim was a yearning for a peaceful solution to the matter. His feeling is that the longer the United States remains in the Gulf, the more hostility that will arise.

In the event of war, Matta claims, any tactics, no matter how outrageous, can be employed. "We need to look at the human perspective," pleads Matta. "Instead of focusing on self, seemed to be calling for solution to the matter. His claim was a yearning for a peaceful solution to the matter. His feeling is that the longer the United States remains in the Gulf, the more hostility that will arise.
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In the event of war, Matta claims, any tactics, no matter how outrageous, can be employed. "We need to look at the human perspective," pleads Matta. "Instead of focusing on self, seemed to be calling for solution to the matter. His claim was a yearning for a peaceful solution to the matter. His feeling is that the longer the United States remains in the Gulf, the more hostility that will arise.

In the event of war, Matta claims, any tactics, no matter how outrageous, can be employed. "We need to look at the human perspective," pleads Matta. "Instead of focusing on self, seemed to be calling for solution to the matter. His claim was a yearning for a peaceful solution to the matter. His feeling is that the longer the United States remains in the Gulf, the more hostility that will arise.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Poorer, younger, non-urban families, who generally spend a greater share of their earnings on gasoline, cigarettes and beer than do other groups, would be hit hardest by tax increases in the new deficit-reduction plan.

Other parts of the plan target flippers; state and local government employees; workers whose wages exceed $51,300; taxpayers with incomes over $100,000, and anyone with a taste for expensive cars, furs, and jewels.

There's also a brand new 2-cent-per-gallon tax on all kinds of refined petroleum products — gasoline again, home-heating oil, diesel — that are not used in farming or manufacturing. Just in case anyone is left out, the plan calls for the Internal Revenue Service to step up audits and collections enough to squeeze an extra $9.4 billion out of reluctant taxpayers over the next five years. But unlike the 13 other tax increases that have been enacted since 1981, the impact of this proposal will have on individuals at various income levels is hard to determine. That is because it contains no broad changes in income taxes but relies instead on a potpourri of excise taxes and on payroll taxes that affect relatively few people.

There is little question, however, that excise taxes on such commodities as fuel, alcohol and tobacco have a major impact on lower-income people.

Earlier this year, the Congressional Budget Office found that:

• American families as a group spent 2.7 percent of after-tax income on gasoline, 1.1 percent on tobacco and 2 percent for liquor, wine and beer.

• The poorest 20 percent, with after-tax income averaging $5,200 — spent 6.9 percent for gasoline, 4 percent on tobacco and 3.7 percent for alcohol.

• The 20 percent just below the richest, with income averaging $38,000 after taxes, spent 2.9 percent for gasoline, 1.1 percent for tobacco and 2.2 percent for alcohol.

Significantly, families headed by a person under the age of 30 spent a greater share of their incomes on all three commodities than did other age groups. The under-30 families, for example, spent 3.8 percent of disposable income for gasoline; those headed by someone 75 or older spent 1.6 percent.

Rural dwellers spent 29 percent more for gasoline as do Northeasterners. Southerners pay more than Westerners. Here are some major parts of the tax plan, which congressional leaders hope will become law this month:

ENERGY: The present federal gasoline tax of 9 cents a gallon would rise by 5 cents Dec. 1 and another 5 cents next July 1. On Jan. 1, a 2-cent-a-gallon tax on most refined petroleum products, including gasoline, would be imposed. All of these taxes, and another 5 cents two years later. Taxes on cigars, chewing tobacco and snuff would be increased as each step by 25 percent. About 46 percent of the cost of a pack of cigarettes would rise to the same level. The 3-cent tax on a fifth of table wine would rise to 25 cents.

ALCOHOL: About 71 percent of taxpayers would be affected. The tax on hard liquor, now 99 cents for a gallon of proof (50 percent alcohol) would rise to $14, up 30 cents for a fifth. Lower-proof liquor would go up by the same ratio. The tax on beer, now 16 cents for a six-pack, would double. Most wines also would face higher taxes. The 3-cent tax on a fifth of table wine would rise to 25 cents.

AERIAL TICKETS: More than 1.2 million passengers flying domestically this year would pay an extra tax of $6. On the same journey the next year, costing about $300, the tax would go up about $6.

LUXURIES: A 10 percent luxury goods tax would hit the portion of the sales price of certain commodities above certain levels. For cars, the threshold would be $30,000; for private boats, $50,000. For example, the buyer of a $20,000 boat would have to pay a tax of $1,000 (10 percent of $5,000).

ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS: A couple or individual with adjusted gross income above $100,000 could continue to deduct all allowable medical expenses and investment interest expense. But they would have to reduce other deductions by $3 for each $100 that their income exceeds $100,000.

---

Campus Ministry and You

Celebrate the Feast of Saint Francis of Assisi

Thursday, October 4, 1990

5:00pm • Eucharist

Stanford - Keenan Chapel

Rev. Dan Kroger, OSF, Presider

Rev. Larry Cunningham, Homilist

Music provided by the Notre Dame Women's Choir

6:00pm • Simple Meal

Provided at the Center for Social Concerns

7:30pm • University Vigil for Peace

Meet at the War Memorial Candlelight procession from the Memorial to the Grotto

---

Jin Walls of Sojourners magazine writes:

"As Sojourners approaches its 20th Anniversary, I'm reminded of what things were like when we began the fall of 1970. We were recently graduated students in Chicago, and our nation was in great turmoil and pain. The war in Vietnam was raging, polarizing the country and creating massive casualties everywhere.

Our cities were erupting in violence, and America's social divide had created two separate nations - one black and one white. The gulf between rich and poor at home and around the world was widening.

"The response of the Church to all of this agony was a deafening silence. Many conservatives said religion shouldn't become involved with politics - while all the while supporting war, ignoring racism and justifying tremendous inequities of wealth and power. Many liberals expressed social concern but failed to demonstrate how faith itself related directly to the crisis we were facing at the time. This became our equipment, location... to show how a prophetic biblical faith provided a foundation upon which to act and create the new visions of justice, compassion and peace that we so urgently sought.

"You and I now stand at a critical historical moment. Great challenges confront us. But now, members of the Christian community are taking a stand, are dynamically involved in the process of social changes, and are playing key leadership roles in the exciting work of transformation."
CLC creates policy concerning bar bands

By DAVID KINNEY
News Writer

Student bands performing at off-campus bars should be allowed to advertise on campus, and students should be notified of security incidents on campus, said members of the Campus Life Council Monday (CLC).

A resolution drawn up by Student Body President Rob Pasa and Baja Singh, student government legal department executive coordinator, called for the reinstatement of last year's policy concerning the issue.

This policy allowed the posting of such advertisements, as long as the focus of the flyers was on performances by student bands and not on the establishment itself or the fact that alcohol would be served. This practice was changed this summer by the Office of Student Affairs, and these advertisements were banned, according to the CLC resolution.

The policy was changed because it conflicted with another university policy prohibiting bars from advertising on campus. While bars are mainly promoting their performances, they are also promoting the establishment.

Pasa and Singh's resolution pointed out that playing in bars is the most practical arrangement for bands, since the students have limited resources and facilities in which to perform. Advertisements are critical to the band's success, according to the resolution.

Moreover, the resolution pointed out that participation in and performances by student bands is a vital component of campus social life. Since both the performances and the flyers are consistent with the alcohol and advertising policies of DuLac, there is no reason to prohibit the promotion of band performances in establishments serving alcohol.

The CLC considered other solutions to the problem. The emphasis of the flyers on the bars could be diminished by reducing the size of the name of the bar on the flyer or by printing only the address of the establishment rather than the name.

It was also suggested that these events be sponsored by the junior or senior classes or that it be stressed on the flyers that the event is open only to those over the age of 21 in order to avoid the problem of promoting drinking by minors.

No conclusion was reached concerning the resolution. The council also addressed the issue of the notification of students concerning campus security problems. According to the resolution, students are notified when there are attacks or muggings on campus.

Common procedures require security to notify hall rectors who, in turn, notify students of students of security incidents. This practice is inconsistent, since some dorms are not notified and some rectors do not announce the incidents, according to the council.

The issue was left unresolved.

Cemetery desecration

Young members of the Uruguayan Jewish community clean the swastikas painted on tombstones of a Jewish cemetery in La Paz. Nazi Germany claimed the lives of over 6 million Jews during World War II.

FREE APPLES

(FOOD FOR THOUGHT ABOUT A CAREER IN ADVERTISING)

Advertising demands a keenly educated mind. One instilled with curiosity, inspiration, and the vision to see what others don't.

If you like problem solving for the fun of it, want your ideas heard, and thrive on responsibility, competition, and hard work — it may be right for you.

Hear what some Notre Dame grads think about life in a very special kind of advertising agency.

Undergrads
Thursday, Oct. 4
6:00pm
Senior Bar
P.S. There really will be free apples!

MBA's
Monday, Oct. 8
7:00 pm
Upper Lounge
University Club

Germans get ready to party for unification amidst protest

WEST BERLIN (AP) — Germans on Monday got ready for the nation's party of the century — a celebration of unity that could be disrupted by thousands of radical street fighters in Berlin.

In West Berlin, a small group of students met to call for the end of the Berlin Wall. According to the resolution.

Everyone must know that there is no withdrawing into a comfortable niche of world politics," Kohl told a convention of his Christian Democratic Union.

In other developments:

• East German authorities began releasing some prisoners under an amnesty program designed to make amends for sentences imposed by the Communist system.


• Tens of thousands of Poles flooded into West Berlin, on the last, wild shopping spree before visa requirements are imposed on unification day.

When the clock strikes midnight Tuesday, the two German states will become a single, sovereign nation, ending more than 45 years of postwar separation.

What started with church-sponsored protests in the gritty East German industrial city of Leipzig last year has led to the merger many had considered only a nostalgic dream.

The result: an economic powerhouse of nearly 78 million people in the heart of Europe. Kohl is given much of the credit for bringing about unification less than 11 months after the opening of the Berlin Wall. The chancellor was able to calm Polish and Soviet fears enough to remove potentially sticky obstacles coming from the East. That included an unusual agreement to let Soviet troops stay in what is now East Germany until 1994.

At the same time, Kohl joined with President Francois Mitterrand of France in pledging an even greater push for European integration in the West.

Kohl will lead the celebrations starting Tuesday night in front of the Reichstag, the historic German parliament building that still bears the scars of fighting between Soviet and German soldiers at the end of World War II. Beer will flow and fireworks will light up the night sky.

Police were bracing for trouble from thousands of leftist and rightist radicals.

The mass-circulation Bild newspaper said that 10,000 leafflets were expected to go up on a rampage, breaking store windows and looting merchandise. Police fear they will clash with rightists who have also vowed to march through Berlin.
Religious freedom law is triumphant in USSR

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet legislature gave final approval Monday to a law on freedom of religion, then began debating a bill that would set the stage for the emergence of atheism's strongest advocates, the Communist Party.

Together, the measures would give the force of law to two of the key reforms introduced by President Mikhail Gorbachev: tolerance for religion and competition for the government from interfering in the practice of religion, formally ending decades of repression.

"This is a law that affects millions of people and a major step forward for democracy," the legislature's president, Anatoly Lukyanov, said after the vote.

Debate is scheduled to continue Tuesday on a proposed law on political organizations, including trade unions and political parties, and would set procedures for forming new parties and guarantee them equal rights with the Communist Party. It would also limit the influence of any party, including the Communists, on the armed forces.

"People in military service and in positions in law enforcement organizations shall suspend active political participation in parties," the proposed law says.

In the past, the Communist Party has kept a tight grip on the armed forces and law enforcement agencies and through them, on the entire country.

Yuri Kalmykov, head of the legislative committee that drafted the bill, said it would allow soldiers, police officers and KGB agents to remain in Communist Party members, but they would have to stop taking orders from the party.

The law would also strike at the Communist Party's privileged position in other government agencies, eliminating any advantages it could have. Therefore, non-participation would be a condition of employment.

"A citizen's participation or non-participation in the activity of a political party cannot be used as grounds for limiting his rights and freedoms, including his right to practice religion."—The proposed law says.

It adds that the government shall not provide "any sort of privileges or advantages" to employees simply because they are party members.

The 17 million-member Communist Party agreed early this year to surrender its constitutional hold on power. Since then, many smaller parties have arisen, including the pro-reform groups Democratic Platform and Democratic Union in Moscow and various nationalist organizations such as Fakh in the Ukraine, Berlik in Uzbekistan and Sajudis in Lithuania.

The new law would provide for the first time guarantees of equal rights for the new parties and establish procedures for them to register with the national government.

The 452-member legislature voted on principle Wednesday to approve the law on religion, but agreed Monday to resolve a disagreement over a clause allowing the use of school buildings for religious classes after regular hours.

After lengthy debate, the lawmakers decided to remove the clause. The decision was a defeat for Patriarch Alexi II, head of the Russian Orthodox Church, who had told the lawmakers that, "If we remove this part of the law today, we would be taking a step backward in our democratic development."

"It's triumphant in the sense that it produces the law on freedom of religion, formally and finally," said Anatoly Bolyakov, a deputy lawmaker for the pro-reform Democratic Union group.

Opposition members of the republic's Supreme Soviet, or parliament, walked out of the session, which opened Monday, after its Communist majority upheld a decree banning rallies in front of the parliament building. Soviet TV reported.

The national evening TV news program, "Vremya," showed scenes of pushing and shoving on the floor of parliament as some of the opposition deputies brought in the nationalist blue and gold flag of the Ukraine, and some briefly tried to block access to the podium.

Leonid Dinitrenko, a spokesman for the pro-democracy Rukh movement, said workers at the Arsenal machine-building plant, a motorcycle plant and a shoe factory carried out a one-day warning strike in support of the demonstrators. Some taxi drivers and trolley bus drivers also went on strike, according to the independent Interfax news service.

Ukrainians march against Communism

MOSCOW (AP) — Tens of thousands of Ukrainian nationalists marched to parliament in the capital of Kiev on Monday and chanted slogans against the Communist Party and the republic's leader, witnesses and news reports said.

One-day warning strikes idled factories in the more radical western Ukraine, but noisy demonstrations in Kiev continued working, according to official Soviet media.

The 452-member legislature voted on principle Wednesday to approve the law on religion, but agreed Monday to resolve a disagreement over a clause allowing the use of school buildings for religious classes after regular hours.

After lengthy debate, the lawmakers decided to remove the clause. The decision was a defeat for Patriarch Alexi II, head of the Russian Orthodox Church, who had told the lawmakers that, "If we remove this part of the law today, we would be taking a step backward in our democratic development."

"It's triumphant in the sense that it produces the law on freedom of religion, formally and finally," said Anatoly Bolyakov, a deputy lawmaker for the pro-reform Democratic Union group.

Opposition members of the republic's Supreme Soviet, or parliament, walked out of the session, which opened Monday, after its Communist majority upheld a decree banning rallies in front of the parliament building. Soviet TV reported.

The national evening TV news program, "Vremya," showed scenes of pushing and shoving on the floor of parliament as some of the opposition deputies brought in the nationalist blue and gold flag of the Ukraine, and some briefly tried to block access to the podium.

Leonid Dinitrenko, a spokesman for the pro-democracy Rukh movement, said workers at the Arsenal machine-building plant, a motorcycle plant and a shoe factory carried out a one-day warning strike in support of the demonstrators. Some taxi drivers and trolley bus drivers also went on strike, according to the independent Interfax news service.

Why the Mega Mergers have created an opportunity for you at BDO Seidman.

You look forward to starting your career with an established “name” firm where you can learn and grow by becoming immersed in several aspects of the clients' business. But you're a little apprehensive about your chances as a new graduate with a mega-firm. Can you fully develop your skills in a highly structured environment? Can you make a positive impact among the sheer numbers of multi-national staff? Or will you become just another cog in a giant wheel?

BDO SEIDMAN still offers the opportunities for growth, learning and advancement you hoped for when making your decision to pursue an accounting career.

We're big enough (42 U.S. offices plus global coverage through BDO Binder, our international firm) to present a fast growth track, broad diversity of middle market clients and a high profile marked by stability. Our management style and entrepreneurial atmosphere ensure talented graduates genuine opportunity for individual achievement and recognition. And you'll regularly benefit from personal contact with and guidance by our partners.

Find out about starting your career with BDO SEIDMAN, a firm that can offer you the potential of a really “big” future.

Contact your placement center now and arrange for an interview.
Israel prepares for war, Bush suggests withdrawal

Jerusalem (AP) — Israel will start distributing gas masks to its entire population of 4.7 million citizens next week following Iraqi threats to attack the Jewish state with chemical weapons, the army announced Monday.

Each kit contains a gas mask, a syringe with a nerve gas antidote and purifying powder. Instructions will be in Hebrew, Arabic, English and Russian.

The announcement followed assessments of an increased threat of war in the Persian Gulf and foreign reports suggesting that Israel has decided to absorb Iraq's possible first strike without taking preemptive action.

Distribution was advanced by two months and ended a heated public debate. Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Dan Shomron said Sunday it was originally planned to issue gas masks in December.

Officials had feared an immediate distribution of gas masks could panic the Israelis or send Iraq an incorrect message that Israel planned an attack.

The army sought to allay public concern, saying "distribution of gas masks in no way whatsoever constitutes a change to an emergency status."

"The purpose . . . is to transfer the kits to citizens' homes to shorten the time of distribution, should a need arise."

Army spokesman Brig. Gen. Nachman Shai maintained the distribution plan was developed long before the gulf crisis, and other officials say Iraqi President Saddam Hussein is unlikely to attack Israel, but the situation is unpredictable.

The spokesman said sealed gas mask kits will be distributed next week in three towns in the center of Israel, the Negev desert and the north.

Starting Oct. 15, kits will be handed out at schools throughout Israel, beginning with cities and expanding to rural areas.

Bush: Iraq must be held liable for 'crimes'

United Nations (AP) — President Bush said Monday that Iraq and its leaders must be held liable for "crimes of abuse and destruction" in the takeover of Kuwait. But he also suggested to Baghdad that an unconditional military withdrawal could help speed an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Bush, in a speech before the U.N. General Assembly, said all nations hope that military force will not be required to drive Iraq from Kuwait. Yet, he won applause by vowing anew that Iraq's annexation of Kuwait "will not be allowed to stand."

Praising the U.N.'s resolve, Bush said, "This challenge is a test we cannot afford to fail. I am confident we will prevail."

The fundamentalist Moslem brotherhood party vowed at a rally Friday night to light all Western troops in Saudi Arabia if Iraq was attacked. At the rally were tens of thousands of American, Israeli, Soviet, French and British flags. The rally was attended by about 50,000 Moslems.

Frances Hesselbein is an internationally recognized nonprofit administrator. She is currently President and CEO of the Peter F. Drucker Foundation for Nonprofit Management. Ms. Hesselbein is also Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Joseph N. Kay Institute for the Advancement of Ethics.

She served as Chief Executive Officer of the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. from 1976 to 1990. In a cover story praising her many accomplishments, Business Week said "she is one of the growing number of leaders in the nonprofit world who can teach a thing or two to corporate executives."

Eugene B. Clark  
Executive Lecture Series  
College of Business Administration

Frances Hesselbein
"Managing in Today's Changing World"
October 2, 1990 - 8:00 p.m.  
Hesburgh Library Auditorium

Francesco's Ristorante  
Excellent Italian Cuisine  
20% Discount with Student ID

Mon. - Thurs.  
Three blocks west of 100 Center on Lincolnway West, Mishawaka  
Mon. - Thurs. 4 - 10 p.m.  
Fri. - Sat. 5 - 11 p.m.  
Now Open Sundays On Home Football Weekends.  
256 - 1444
Descendants of slaves to discover how their forebears found freedom

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — The descendants of slaves will soon be able to reach into a computer for keys to the stories of how their forebears shed their bonds and took paying jobs after the Civil War.

The state Department of Archives and History will soon have a computer index of labor contracts that 36,359 former Mississippi slaves entered into in 1865 and 1866.

"We plan to make the information available to the public in February," said H.T. Holmes, director of the archives' library division.

Holmes said Monday he believes no other states offer such a service.

He said archive librarians will use the computer index to sort through thousands of labor contracts kept by the Freedmen's Bureau. The bureau, which operated from 1865 to 1872, was established by Congress after the Civil War to ensure that former slaves were treated fairly.

The contracts recorded the labor contracts where they worked, their employers, terms of their pay and, in some instances, their health.

Freedmen's Bureau records are the only windows to the past for some black families, said James Payse, director of Afro-American studies at the University of Mississippi in Oxford.

"This kind of record would be a good way to develop information about families," he said.

The computer index will include cross-references by former slaves' names, planters' names, plantation names and counties.

Anyone wanting to research a name will make a request to a department librarian, who will track the name and provide information on obtaining microfilm records of the Freedman's Bureau, which operated under supervision of the War Department.

The Freedmen's Bureau supervised abandoned or confiscated land, issued rations of clothing and medicine, established hospitals, monitored working conditions, recorded marriages and set up schools.

The documents in Washington are used extensively, said Judy Thorne, a consultant at the National Archives.

"A lot of people who are doing southern history are interested in them," she said.

Americans are looking beyond burgers

COHOES, N.Y. (AP) — Layoffs at a company that supplies meat to McDonald's restaurants in the Northeast is the latest indication that Americans are looking beyond the burger for fast-food fixes, analysts said Monday.

The Equity Group, a processor of hamburger patties and steaks for McDonald's, gave notice Friday to 54 of its 115 employees that they would be laid off effective Oct. 30.

The layoffs are to let the subsidiary of Philadelphia-based Keystone Foods "repossession itself for the 1990s," said Andrew Kornick, vice president and general manager of the plant just north of Albany.

Kornick would not answer any questions Monday as to what precipitated the layoffs.

But he told the Albany Times-Union on Friday that the cuts at the plant, which produces exclusively for McDonald Corp., were "due to a national decline in beef consumption."

Hugh Zurkuhlen, an industry analyst with Solomon Bros. in New York City, said the layoffs were the first of the kind he had heard about. He said they are probably due to the "double hit" of a weak economy and the national decline in beef consumption.

"There's no question that beef consumption could have something to do with it," Zurkuhlen said.

Restaurant sales in the industry are very, very soft, and any future growth in sales in McDonald's is not likely to come from hamburgers. They account for less than 50 percent of sales. Kathy Duguid, regional marketing supervisor for McDonald's in Albany, said she could not comment on Equity's decision or reveal the company's meat patty demand from the fast-food chain.

The burger, once the undisputed king of fast food, began facing challenges in the 1980s as health-conscious Americans switched from fat-heavy beef to lighter fare. Fast-food restaurants began offering more non-beef items.
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LETTERS

Dear Editor:

As committee members of the Board of Trustees Report on Sexuality, we are writing in response to Mr. Gorkowski's and Mr. Stumm's letter (The Observer, Sept. 26) which addressed student government and issues of sexuality. After reading their letter, we were shocked and disappointed at their slanderous accusations and immature arguments.

Gorkowski and Stumm based their arguments on an article which simplifies the Report. Neither took the opportunity to read the entire report, which is available to all students in the student government office. However, even granting them the benefit of the doubt that perhaps they would not have reacted so prematurely if they had read the complete report, their letter still demeans serious considerations.

First, Gorkowski and Stumm assert that the "committee's assertions rest on false assumptions." The report focused on rape, sexual ethics, school policy, homosexuality and co-residentiality. In addressing these issues, the student government formulated, distributed, and tabulated results from a student survey. Additionally, the committee interviewed numerous campus administrators and professors and completed a comparative analysis of Notre Dame with other Catholic colleges and universities. It was in light of these facts and a wealth of information that the committee then discussed and formulated recommendations that would best address the needs of this university. Thus, a report with such a wide range of sources is surely not based on false assumptions.

Second, Gorkowski and Stumm conclude that the report, "portrays Student Committee as an unprofessional organization." Clearly, a Board of Trustees report on Sexuality necessarily needs to address only issues of sexuality. Does that make student government obsessed with sex? Also, in making recommendations, the report did focus on "education" in an extent consistent with the topic. The Report concluded that education is an effective tool by which to mitigate stereotypes associated with homosexuality, sexual harassment and date rape. Additionally, education is the medium through which a person can then develop his or her own views on contraceptives and disease.

Perhaps it is appropriate that Gorkowski and Stumm expressed their views on sexuality, for their attitudes are exactly those which the Committee considered and targeted as unhealthy. The insouciant view of sexuality exhibited by these two gentlemen equates sexuality with the act of sex. Actually, issues of sexuality and the goal of the report are much broader in scope. While Gorkowski and Stumm attack student government and this report for being obsessed with sex, it is, in fact, they who are so obsessed; otherwise, they would not have misconstrued the aims and conclusions of the report. Gorkowski and Stumm, in a report with a minority opinion, an opinion that condones and continues to aggravate the stereotypical and sexist attitudes on campus.

Specifically, in concluding that "study and sleep are constantly interrupted by a need to co-ed," Gorkowski and Stumm assume that only members of the opposite sex are disruptive to student's academic pursuits. Similarly, Gorkowski and Stumm state that co-residentiality implies "infinite visitation and therefore infinite disruption." However, we would contend that Gorkowski and Stumm are perfect candidates for living in a co-ed dorm. Perhaps then they would learn that the mere presence of members of the opposite sex in the dorm does not necessitate the above. Furthermore, what is going to happen to Gorkowski and Stumm when they enter the work force or another educational institution, where they cannot hide from members of the opposite sex? Surely, Gorkowski and Stumm are in for a substantial shock when they realize that, in the real world, members of the opposite sex actually live and work in communities.

An additional criticism is that this report uses the administration as a scapegoat for "social shortcomings." They claim that students must accept responsibility for any failures in male-female relations. However, Gorkowski and Stumm fail to recognize that the Board of Trustees Report addressed problems that the Board itself was concerned about. We, as members of the Student Committee, attempted to best represent student views and develop modes of response.

Julie Shedd
Kate English
Off-Campus
Sept. 27, 1990

Counseling center respects survivors' decisions

Dear Editor:

On Tuesday, Sept. 25, the University Counseling Center and the Year of Women Committee co-sponsored a workshop on the topic of sexual exploitation on college campuses. After the presentation, the co-presenters answered the questions of audience members. It became clear that a number of misconceptions exist regarding the University policy pertaining to how sexual assault survivors can obtain confidential Counseling Center services. The primary misconception is the belief that a survivor will be required to report the offense to Student Affairs or Campus Security before (or during) the counseling process. It is important that students at Notre Dame know that any survivor can turn to the University Counseling Center without having to report their experience to anyone. Should the client decide to report it, counselors will support and facilitate that process. However, the ultimate decision of whether or not to report the incident is left to the survivor and that decision will be respected by the UCC staff.

Mick Franco, M.A.
Staff Counselor
Sept. 30, 1990

DONOESBURY

They gave me the account number, okay. They give me all the information I can't aboard.

"You're set sharin' the profits, aren't you?"

"Well, they're not in my books."

"Well, they're not in my books."

GARRY TRUDEAU

"Oh, real fun for real cop."

"OK, real fun for real cops."

"This wouldn't be "squirted around" would it?"

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"The great creative individual...is capable of more wisdom and virtue than collective man ever can be."

John Stuart Mill
Philosopher

Tuesday, October 2, 1990
Co-ed visiting hours fail to hinder educational pursuits

When co-ed visiting hours were first implemented, they were intended to improve the social and educational climate on campus. However, it appears that the policy has not been as effective as hoped.

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the current policy regarding co-ed visiting hours on campus. As a student, I have noticed that these hours have not had the desired impact on the educational environment.

Firstly, the enforcement of these hours is inconsistent. Sometimes, students are allowed to stay later than the规定的 hours, which undermines the policy's effectiveness. Secondly, the hours are not always clearly communicated to students. This leads to confusion and may result in students violating the policy.

I believe that the administration should focus on creating a more cohesive and predictable system for enforcing these visiting hours. This would help to ensure that students are aware of the rules and understand the importance of adhering to them.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Cliff Erickson will be performing at the Alumni-Senior Club Oct. 3 and 4.

Promising guitarist Cliff Erickson to perform at Alumni-Senior Club

ANGEL FARAH accent writer

When it comes to musical entertainment many of us think of big name bands, high-tech concerts, and high-cost record labels. There is one very talented guitarist who could change all that. Cliff Erickson. A graduate of Port Huron Catholic, Erickson has been performing in multiple shows for many years.

Not only does he have the power to captivate his audience in the midst of a stunning performance but also the ability to earn their respect and affection. One writer for The Gord Weekly of Waterloo, Canada writes, “As I was leaving the show I thought the evening was like singing around an open campfire gazing through the flames, except Erickson was the fire...” Erickson’s dazzling performances have led to more than simply one or two good reviews. Such talent has led Wendy Coomber of The Lance, in Windsor, Canada to write, “Brilliant, fantastic, wonderful, dazzling, superb, magnificent, incredible, jelly good... Despite everyone telling me to write a great review or they’d break my neck, I’m going to write one anyway.”

Despite the great reviews and endless praise of this man who has also been known to work with such stars as Harry Chapin and The Gatlin Brothers, there is another side to his life that takes great precedence. His family, consisting of a wife and two children, is the reason why when he is on the road his circuit is so small. Windsor, Hamilton, London, and Kitchener-Waterloo. All things considered, the future of Cliff Erickson looks as promising as the success of his past performance.

Many favorable reviews of guitarist Cliff Erickson pave the way for a successful career.

My older brother: Lord of Terror

A story of a sibling relationship at its best

Cocking the gun, he took careful aim at the quarry, and with a cold gleam in his eye, fired one speeding pellet into my butt. The squeal of agony fell upon uncaring ears, as the hour of the beast was at hand. Once again, Jim, my older brother, was embroiled in one of his many plots of evil which made my childhood a living hell. The now infamous “operation b-b-gun” started out innocently enough. Jim (at this point 12 years old) demanded that I retrieve his sneakers from upstairs so we could play catch stairs so we could play catch with lynx-like speed.

Realizing my young life teetered on the brink of oblivion, Jim calmly requested the compliance of his request. Once again, Jim, my older brother, was embroiled in one of his many plots of evil which made my childhood a living hell.

Revealing my young life teetered on the brink of oblivion, I scurried up the stairs on all fours with lynx-like speed. Using the unfathomable rationalization shared by older brothers throughout history, Jim decided I actually needed to be shot. The result was a small spheroid object lodged in my hindquarters (which, if I recall correctly through the blur of tears, required dislodgement by tweezers).

My most beloved episode of horror occurred under the11}

Bill Rosemann
Tales of Angst

forearm off the wheel. Once again a vision of twisted carnage rose like a bird of prey. The game of cat and mouse continued for what seemed like eons; I would grab the wheel at the last possible instance, the frame would be placed under my exposed flesh until I fainted unconsolably, and Robert giggled gleefully in the back seat. The girls daydreamed about mine, for as Jim drove Robert home alone, my brother decided to use only his knees to steer. Robert found it hard to giggle as he pleaded for mercy.

Let me not forget the time my brother took me swimming in the neighborhood pool after the lifeguard had gone home. While dunking me in the deep end, Jim noticed a trio of girls enter the opposite side of the pool. Seizing upon the moment Jim asked down my shorts and placed them at the feet of the three females. In my squaky Prescott voice, while crouch- ing behind a poolside ladder, I teleed them to return my misplaced garment. The girls, fortunately, answered my request, but not without thunderous peals of laughter.

If the occurrences ended there, I would dismiss these acts as mere peaks of madness. My brother’s wicked mind, however, never grew tired of experimenting on my threshold of pain. Throughout my formative years I learned not to turn on pro-wrestling, as a series of “sleeper holds,” “exceptional locks,” and “spine busters” would follow.

And how could I not mention the time my loving sibling, Tabasco sauce dripping from his mouth and butcher knife in hand, tried to convince me that he was a zombie, intent upon severing my head.

Don’t get me wrong, I don’t believe Jim was the only person to torture his little brother. I am quite confident he does, however, hold a high position in the “Conclave of the Apocalypse” (a timeless cult united to enshroud younger brothers’ hearts in toxic clouds of fear).

This living embodiment of evil managed to graduate from college, holding a high rank within a prestigious fraternity, and now pulls in a impressive salary. I guess devising new and exciting methods of unspeakable cruelty is the only way to successfully prepare for corporate America. And what kind of older brother would he have been without making me fear his approaching footsteps?

I’m sure Doctor Spock would explain these instances as Jim’s only outlets for his deep affection for me. I still love the man, who my friends nicknamed “Chet” (from Weird Science) with all my heart...he is my brother after all... and if he didn’t, he’d probably find a way of making me...
Christmas help: 
National firm has many openings available. $16-10 starting. Gain great business experience. Weekends and evenings available. Call toll free: 800-771-8999.
I need 2 G.A.s and 1 stud for Stanford game. Betty 383-3829

EARN $800 PLUS $500 FREE \;
BREAK TO TRIPS TO BAHAMAS; JAMAICA;
CALL FOR REP FOR BREAK TRIPS TO
BEACHES, 1-800-639-7576.

EASY WORK: EXCELLENT PAY
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-650-6564.

BICYCLE mech./saks salesperson wanted. Prono Form Bike Shop, N. Howard Drive. (between Edison & S. R. 23) 272-9841.

ATTENTION: ALL STANFORD JUNIORS
AND SENIORS: Classifieds Magazine describing opportunities for someone to watch 2 football games. For information, please call Jimmie, x4955.

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT I
AM GOING TO MIAMI. WHY DON'T YOU
SELL ME YOUR 2 MIAMI G.A. TICKETS,
AND MAKE MORE THAN $800 THAN
HAPPY TO PAY YOU A
FULL PRICE.

CALL LOOTCH NOW! 273-2361

FOR RENT


a studio apartment in very old mansion near campus.
plus deposit. Please call 2809585
roommate wanted to share two bedrooms in campus townhouse 207587.

STUDIO APT TURF GREEN
AVAILABLE NOW.
197-2810 after 7pm.

NO STUDENT AND HIS/WIFE
LOOKING FOR 2 bedroom NEAR CAMPUS CALL 6PM
ASK FOR PAUL, 245405

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I HAVE 3 B.A.T.M. AND 2 STUD. TICKS TO THE GAME OCT 27.

I AM RAVEN DEC. 4. CALL ME AT 220-220.

I also have 2 B.T.A.M. ST. TIX FOR OCTOBER 29.

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I have 20 STANFORD football tickets for sale. Contact C. x3873.

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I have 20 STANFORD football tickets for sale. Contact C. x3873.

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I have 20 STANFORD football tickets for sale. Contact C. x3873.

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I have 20 STANFORD football tickets for sale. Contact C. x3873.

WANTED

HELP!!!
I need 2 tickets to the Stanford-Air Force game.

T. X4765

FOR SALE

I have 20 STANFORD football tickets for sale. Contact C. x3873.
BOSTON (AP) — Rookie Travis scored on Bob Melvin's double. The sixth before rallying for three runs against David Wells (11-6), Billy Ripken walked and Mike Devereaux followed with a triple. The Tigers beat New York.

New York — Bovis fracking frum, not Cecil Fielder, went 3-4.

CINCINNATI-The Reds went on a 7-2-3 innings as the Tigers continued on a high four against the Milwaukee Brewers.

CINCINNATI-The Reds went on a 7-2-3 innings as the Tigers continued on a high four against the Milwaukee Brewers.

Tigers 2, Yankees 0

NEW YORK — Bovis fracking frum, not Cecil Fielder, went 3-4.

CINCINNATI-The Reds went on a 7-2-3 innings as the Tigers continued on a high four against the Milwaukee Brewers.

Tigers 2, Yankees 0

NEW YORK — Bovis fracking frum, not Cecil Fielder, went 3-4.

CINCINNATI-The Reds went on a 7-2-3 innings as the Tigers continued on a high four against the Milwaukee Brewers.

Tigers 2, Yankees 0

NEW YORK — Bovis fracking frum, not Cecil Fielder, went 3-4.

CINCINNATI-The Reds went on a 7-2-3 innings as the Tigers continued on a high four against the Milwaukee Brewers.
**BASEBALL STANDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Pct</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>L100</th>
<th>Strk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>.594</td>
<td></td>
<td>.564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>.594</td>
<td></td>
<td>.564</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>.546</td>
<td></td>
<td>.543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td></td>
<td>.524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>.524</td>
<td></td>
<td>.524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td></td>
<td>.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>.702</td>
<td></td>
<td>.573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>.573</td>
<td></td>
<td>.573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.655</td>
<td></td>
<td>.445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.519</td>
<td></td>
<td>.282</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td></td>
<td>.264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td></td>
<td>.264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td></td>
<td>.264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**National LEAGUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>Pct</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>L100</th>
<th>Strk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td></td>
<td>.464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>.518</td>
<td></td>
<td>.464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>.470</td>
<td></td>
<td>.264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>.512</td>
<td></td>
<td>.512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td></td>
<td>.272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td></td>
<td>.250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td></td>
<td>.250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCOREBOARD**

**FOOTBALL**

**Monday's Games**

- Auburn 28, Colorado 10
- Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**Tuesday's Games**

- Texas 40, Missouri 4
- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**VOLLEYBALL**

**Wednesday's Games**

- St. Louis 80, Nebraska 76
- Monday's Games
  - Auburn 28, Colorado 10

**Monday's Games**

- Nebraska 40, Missouri 4
- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**Wednesday's Games**

- Arkansas 10, Nebraska 4
- Monday's Games
  - Auburn 28, Colorado 10

**FEDERAL**

- St. Louis 80, Nebraska 76

**SPORTS CALENDAR**

**BASEBALL**

- American League
  - 1st game of 2-game series
- National League

**FOOTBALL**

- Monday's Games
- Tuesday's Games
- Wednesday's Games

**VOLLEYBALL**

- American Conference
  - 1st game of 2-game series
- National Conference

**NFL STANDINGS**

**SCOREBOARD**

**FOOTBALL**

**Friday's Game**

- Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**Saturday's Game**

- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**Sunday's Game**

- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**VOLLEYBALL**

**TUESDAY'S GAMES**

**Wednesday's Game**

- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**Thursday's Game**

- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4

**FEDERAL**

- Monday's Games
  - Nebraska 28, Missouri 4
Raiders regaining lost form, off to 4-0 start ...

LOS ANGELES (AP) — For all that the Raiders have accomplished — three Super Bowl championships, eight AFC West titles and the best winning percentage in sports over the past 25 years — they’ve never opened a season with four straight victories.

They’ll get a chance to do just that Sunday night when they visit the Buffalo Bills.

“I think people are trying to figure out what this football team is all about,” quarterback Jay Schroeder said. “I’m not surprised at all that this team is unbeaten. We have a lot of talent and we’re showing we have a lot of heart and a lot of soul.”

While winning is nothing new to the Raiders, it hasn’t happened often enough since 1985, the last time they made the playoffs. And when the Raiders were winning with such standouts as Ted Hendricks, Cliff Branch, Todd Christensen, Lester Hayes and Howie Long.

It came as no surprise. This was, after all, the team whose losses included the phrase “Commitment to Excellence.”

This year, the Raiders, with Art Shell about to celebrate his first full year as coach, can taste the surprise of the league. It looks as if the commitment is back.

Following a 24-10 victory Sunday over the Chicago Bears, the Raiders found themselves 4-0 for the first time since 1984.

“We’re taking it one week at a time,” Schroeder says.

The Raiders won Sunday before a boisterous and unruly crowd in Oakland, where they won Super Bowls in 1976 and 1981. Just win, baby,” was the way Davis liked to describe his philosophy.

The Raiders moved to Los Angeles in 1982, won the ’84 Super Bowl, but went 28-35 the past four seasons.

And now a tenacious defense led by Greg Townsend and an offense directed by Schroeder, the Raiders did atop the AFC West.

Last year, Schroeder, strong-armed but inconsistent, finished on the bench behind Steve Buechele. During the offseason, the Raiders’ quarterback situation was a hot topic. As of Thursday, reports had New Orleans holding out Bobby Hebert headed west.

But Hebert’s still the property of the Saints, and Schroeder has played every meaningful down for the Raiders. Schroeder earned the starting job during the summer while Buechele held out.

Schroeder isn’t throwing much — 35 of 69 yards and two touchdowns. He’s only been intercepted once.

“I don’t care how many passes I throw,” he said after completing 8-of-15 passes for 178 yards against the Bears.

“When it’s my turn to be out there, I’m going to do what we think, nothing else matters. This is a good football team, and nobody can tell us different.”

Schroeder and the Raiders are back, too.

The resurgence actually began a year ago Wednesday when Shell, a Hall of Fame tackle who played for Raiders from 1968-82, was named coach, replacing Mike Shanahan.

On that day, the Raiders became the Raiders again. Under Shanahan, they were 8-12 in a season and four games. Shanahan came to the Raiders from Denver where he was offensive coordinator, and he immediately made changes.

They didn’t work.

The Raiders went 7-5 under Shell in ’89. The victory over the Bears was the Raiders’ ninth without a loss at home since Shell took over.

... while Steelers still seeking to score touchdown

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Talk about your classic September slump.

The Pittsburgh Steelers were 0-0-for-the-month. They won a game, all right, thanks to their special teams and defense, but how many teams have had their offense scored in four games?


Score a touchdown? You’re got to be kidding. They didn’t even score close. You wonder opponents’ game plan now call for taking the opening kickoff, driving for a field goal and icing the game.

“It’s taking longer than I thought it would,” coach Chuck Noll said Monday.

Noll was referring to how long it’s taken the Steelers (1-3) to learn Joe Walton as head coach last season. They’ve gone 0-0-for-the-month. And Noll said that really doesn’t mean how long it’s taken to score a touchdown.

Never before in Noll’s 22 seasons had the Steelers’ offense gone three games without scoring a touchdown. Now they’ve gone four, and, counting a touchdown-less second half against Denver last January, it’s 1-0-1/2 games.

Where have all the touchdowns gone?

The Miami Dolphins, who beat the Steelers 26-6 Sunday in a game that wasn’t even close, think they know.

“We got to the point where you could hear them arguing with each other,” Dolphins safety Louis Oliver said. “The running back was, backing at the line, and Bobby (Brister) was telling his line, ‘C’mon, protect me.’ That gives you the OK to tee off on them.”

The Steelers have become increasingly outspoken about a “think and kick” offense many of them dislike. Running back Tim Worley doesn’t like it, because he’s not getting the ball.

Brister doesn’t like it because he’s not throwing the ball deep.

Noll said that really doesn’t matter, because football teams aren’t democracies.

“There is no possibility of going back (to their old offense),” Noll said. “We’re on the course we’re on and it’s that way for the year. We’re not going to change it. We’re going that way.”

After the New York Jets fired Walston as head coach last season, Noll thought he was the perfect man to take over the Steelers’ offense — ridiculed by Brister himself in 1988 for being too predictable — into the 1990s.

“When you prepared for him defensively, it was difficult,” Noll said. “He had an offense that possessed the football. They threw the football quite a bit, they also ran the football. Those are the things we like to have. But it looks like it’s taking longer than I thought it would.”

Some Steelers say the slump has ruined the psyche of an entire football team.

“Nobody got upset,” cornerback Rod Woodson said of Sunday’s game. “We were passed. We didn’t have emotions, you’re not going to do well. We were down 14-0 and people were walking on the field with their head down. That’s nothing.”

Last year, the Steelers trailed 14-0 in Miami before rallying to win 34-14.

Woodson said the answer might be a players-only meeting.
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8:00 pm
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Special teams: a dream for Chiefs

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Marty Schottenheimer called Bills defensive end Albert Lewis a "coach's dream." But not because he and his brother's special teams had just humiliation the franchise and the owner who hired him.

"There are enough things that went wrong that we can spend some time coaching," Schottenheimer said after his Chiefs embarrassed the Cleveland Browns 34-0 on Sunday. "And the ultimate result was a victory. That's what coaches like." It was a dominating victory, too, as the Browns suffered their worst regular-season shutout loss in club history. For the Chiefs (3-1), it seems they're gaining strength and momentum with every passing week.

The defense did not allow a touchdown for the second week in a row and the leaguers blocked a punt for the third straight game and 16th time this season, in fact, they blocked two punts and converted them into touchdowns.

"Every time, we feel we have a chance to win, that this team's as good as anybody," said Albert Lewis, who blocked a punt in the second game of the last three games. "We have to play like that. We want to be a second- 

If the Chiefs have regained their old magic anywhere, it is in Kurt Schottenheimer's special teams, which in the past two weeks have personally costed the opposition 12-3. Great special teams first became a Kansas City tradition under Frank Gansz five years ago. It was the brilliant performance of the Gansz' special teams that persuaded owner Lamar Hunt to fire John Mackovic and put Gansz in charge of the entire team. But two disastrous years later, out went Gansz, back to coaching special teams in Detroit. And in came Schottenheimer, just forced out by Browns' owner Art Modell. One of several houses of contention between Modell and Schottenheimer was the special teams, coached by Kurt Kurt accompanied Marty to Kansas City and had a rough first year in 1989. But his special teams so far this year have blocked five punts.

Charles Washington was the first to victimize Browns' punter Bryan Wagner, knocking the ball into the arms of Chris Martin, who returned it 31 yards on a touchdown.

But Washington's job was made easier by the disturbing, distracting presence of Lewis, who wears jersey No. 29 on the other side, and all their guys were paying attention to Albert, so I got free and was right there," said Washington. "They'd be saying, '29's over here, 29's over there.'" Martin said. "They'd give all the attention to Albert. Albert was a decoy.

No one could blame the Browns for concentrating on Lewis, who still managed to break through.

Despite being double-teamed, the Pro Bowl cornerback struggled through the middle just in time to knock Wagner's punt backward. It bounced around until Kevin Ross finally grabbed it and ran four yards for the touchdown.

"I've never been involved with three games in a row, not to mention one player," Marty Schottenheimer said. "He and the guys around him study it and they recognize the importance of it." Naturally. Cleveland coach Buddy Ryan was not pleased with his special teams.

"We worked as hard practicing on protecting the punt as anytime I've seen in five or six years," he said. "We spent three different periods on it. We worked on the very rushes that they blocked them with."

Lewis was not averse to explicating his punt-blocking strategy.

"I just take what they give me and I have a lot of good players around me who go every play with the intent of blocking the kick," Lewis said. "The best thing that happened was somebody else blocked one early and took some of the attention I was getting."

Lewis blocked four punts in 1986. "But in 1986 it was totally different," he said. "Most of my blocks in 1986 came from sheer speed on the outside because that was the first year we ever did it and caught a lot of people by surprise."

Seattle find offense, Bengals don't, 31-16

SEATTLE (AP) — Derrick Fenner scored three touchdown passes and two and Rufus Porter inspired the defense as Seattle beat Cincinnati 31-16 Monday night.

Fenner, who had two of Seattle's three sacks, was all over the field as the Seahawks ran their record to last in the league in defense entering the game. The Cleveland Collapse forced Bronner Esiason and the Cincinnati offense. The Bengals

were limited to just three Jim Breech field goals until Mitchell price returned punts for a score in the fourth quarter.

Krieg, meanwhile, had dinked and dunked the Seahawks to a 17-7 lead after three quarters as Fenner scored on runs of four and four yards.

Then on the first play of the fourth quarter, he suddenly found Tommy Kane deep on the left sideline behind Rickey Dixon and hit him in stride for the clinching score. Krieg had thrown only one TD pass in his three previous games and his longest completion had been 31 yards.

He later hit Fenner from two yards out with 3:50 left in the game, Fenner's sixth TD in the last two games. Krieg completed 17 of 24 passes for 217 yards.

Porter played just as big a role as the Seahawks improved to 1-3 and Cincinnati dropped to 3-1.

On one pivotal series with Seattle leading just 10-6 early in the third quarter, Porter deflected two passes and sacked Esiason, incurring a personal foul penalty for throwing the Cincinnati quarterback to the ground.

But even that had a positive effect, bringing up the Kingdome crowd of 60,135 to a noise level that made it almost impossible for Cincinnati to get a play off. Esiason completed four passes for 128 yards and fumbled three snaps.

Then, on the next series, the Seahawks went 56 yards in five plays directed by Fenner's 3- yard touchdown run to make it 17-6. The drive was marked by

John L. Williams' 22-yard run in which he reversed his field and got blocked from Krieg, among others, to put the ball at the 16.

After Price's return, Krieg marched the Seahawks 80 yards for the final score, the key play a 52-yard, third-down connection with Jeff Chadwick.
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Gilmore continued from page 20

Chadwick.

against some of the best competition in the country.

Gimle chose Notre Dame from a lengthy list of inter­

ested schools. Collier said it was mainly because he

I really liked Coach Phelps," Gilmore said. "He's been there a long time and he knows what he's talking about. I like the atmosphere of the school. It really made me feel at home."

Said Collier. "He had a good visit at Notre Dame. He found everything he was looking for at Notre Dame."

Men continued from page 20

All in all, the Irish defense has been the mainstay of the team, inspiring the team with its defensive play, and keeping Notre Dame in its games by shutting down the opposition's attack.

"I think we played pretty well as a team," said Collier. "At the end we displayed the kind of de­

fense we should be playing. We were really pumped up for Wisconsin. We played them tight and didn't let them get anything started."
The women's golf team spent a very successful weekend at the Spartan Invitational in Lansing, Mich., by finishing in a tie for sixth place out of a field of ten. With a three round team total of 971, the Irish tied Michigan for sixth in a field consisting of such teams as Northern Illinois, Michigan State, Ohio State, Purdue, Wisconsin, and Penn State. Coach Hanlon was very pleased with his team's performance.

"It was the best we have ever done," said Hanlon. "We had an outstanding tournament." It was an outstanding tournament for the Irish, who best Purdue for the first time this year and forced Michigan to come from behind to tie. The team's scores for the three rounds were 322, 316, and 333.

Hanlon was happy with the scores. "We accomplished the objectives we set for the '90-'91 season by shooting less than 330," said Hanlon. "We did a great job and I think we are capable of doing even better."

Junior Allison Wojnas led all Irish golfers with a three-day tournament total of 244. After the first round, she was just seven strokes behind the leader.

Senior Pandora Fecko tied for the lowest round of the tournament with Wendy MacTurk of Penn State with a 74 in the second round, while senior Roberta Breyer finished the weekend with a total of 250 after a tough second round.

Sophomore Kara Hanlon also had one tough round and finished with a total of 253. Freshman Christy Klein kept pace with a 250. Sophomore Cappie Phares also made a strong showing after a tough second round. teams from State, Ohio State, Purdue, and Illinois benefitted from the mid-

Hanlon's contribution to the team, but was forced to miss the second round with painful ear infec-

"Everyone contributed, especially Pandora Fecko whose second round was outstanding," said Hanlon. "We should give the Big Ten teams some trouble in the future. This weekend indicated that we are capable of beating those teams."

Next weekend, the Irish will travel to their last tournament of the fall season, the NU Invitational. The 10-team field includes strong teams from ISU, NIU, and Kansas State. In the spring, the Irish will travel to the Indiana University and Purdue Invitational.

Hanlon is looking forward to the weekend and the spring season.

Men's golf places 11th at weekend Northern Invitational Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame men's golf team tied for 11th at the Northern Intercollegiate tournament hosted by Purdue. The Irish shot 879 to finish just 24 strokes behind champion Wisconsin.

Joe Denon led the Irish with a 217 and tied for 22nd among the individuals. David Pasko of Wright State was the medalist, as he finished with a 208 and defeated Shaw Michael of runner-up Indiana in a playoff.

Other finishers for the Irish were Mike O'Connell, who shot a 218 to finish tied for 29th place, Paul Nolta (225), Chris Dayton (226) and Mike Criswell (229).

BY JENNIFER MARTEN

Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's volleyball team lost two consecutive matches over the weekend to both Mandell College (15-7, 15-10, 8-15, 10-15) and Illinois Benedictine College (13-5, 15-14, 9-3). "We lost our concentration and focus in the match on Friday," said Head Coach Sue Medley. "There was not enough offensive power from the middle; our passing averaged only 72 percent."

On Saturday's game against IBC, despite Karen Lorton's 17 kills and Kathy Killilea's 4 service aces, the team as a whole did not appear ready to play. "Our errors killed us," explained Karen Lorton. "Against IBC we weren't using our heads or playing like a team. Our practices are progressing and we are looking for a three-game win over IPFW on Wednesday."

Coach Medley continued, "Every time we had an error, we had a service error. These problems are all correctable, and if we get back into the teamwork aspect we will be fine."

Saint Mary's has a tough match Wednesday against Division II IPFW, but Coach Medley positively stated, "Over the last weekend, we did improve on our blocking. Our goals are attainable and we have to keep our sight on the positive."

The Belles next home game will be on Thursday, October 13 against Concordia College.

BY EILEEN MCGUIRE

Sports Writer

BY EILEEN MCGUIRE

Sports Writer

ND Sports Information

Junior Pandora Fecko shot a team-low 74 this weekend at the Lady Spartan Invitational.

Student "Jump Start" Computer Classes
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year. Instead, they are tied with
Jimmy Johnson's Dallas
Cowboys (who actually have al­
ready won a game this year) in
the cellar. And surprisingly, the
normally volatile Ryan doesn't
seem upset.
"I don't have to cuss and get
on them, holler and scream, be­
cause they're doing what I
want done," Ryan told the
Associated Press.
The only thing they're not
doing is winning.
Across the Keystone State in
Pittsburgh, the only thing the
Steelers are not doing is scor­
ing touchdowns. In fact, Pitts­
burgh's offense has yet to
score a touchdown this season.
The Steelers came up just a
little bit shy of the
needed 14 points over their first four
games. The Bucs are 3-1: are they back?

BOSTON (AP) — Dennis
Johnson, a member of three
NBA championship teams, has
lost his spot on the Boston
Celtics and now seems to make a
push for younger players.

Injuries to key players like
quarterback Bernie Kosar and
fullback Kevin Mack haven't
helped matters in Cleveland.
Neither has the performance of
an offensive line which has al­
lowed Kosar to be sacked 14
times already this season.

Coach Red Carson is con­
vinced that the Browns are not
stumbling out of an era of ex­
cellence and into the AFC
Central.

"I saw the Browns lose 34-0 to
Kansas City Sunday, but I
don't agree. The Browns went as far
as the AFC championship game
last year, but have scored just
48 points over their first four
games.

The Browns are
missing an
'0'.

The Browns are
...misunderstood. They're doing what I
...do."

Johnson was drafted by
Seattle in 1976 and was the
MVP of the 1979 playoffs,
leading the SuperSonics to their
only championship.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — National
League President Bill White
suspended San Diego Padres
first baseman Jack Clark for
one game and fined him an
undisclosed amount for his
base-throwing tantrum at Sunday's
28-6 loss to Miami.

Clark, who played seven
years in Boston have
always come into his own, com­

The tantrum began as a
feud for a strike against plate
umpire Bill Hohn after
a year in Italy, first­

"I'm not the only one, but I've
made mistakes," Johnson said.

Johnson was drafted by
Seattle in 1976 and was the
MVP of the 1979 playoffs,
leading the SuperSonics to their
only championship.
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MENUS CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Fragrance
2 Or. protecting animals
3 Term of endearment
4 King of comedy
5 Pitcher's no-no
6 North Sea Isle under British control 1945-52
7 Sidekick of Amos
8 Monsieur, in Madrid
9 Delicatessen
10 Kind of ride or snack
11 Sea birds
18 Sidekick of Amos
19 Monsieur, in Madrid

DOWN
1 Wood for skis
2 Regrets
3 Eye amorously
4 Chief
5 Rival of Sparta and Athens
6 Magie or Banner of baseball
7 Trounce
8 Jargon
9 Pittsburgh or Watts
10 Certain gardener
11 Classic auto
12 Firmament
13 Hair preparation
15 Hair preparation
16 W. J. Bryan was one
17 Hair preparation
18 Curling
19 Sidekick of Amos
20 Monsieur, in Madrid
21 Sidekick of Amos
22 Monsieur, in Madrid
23 Hair preparation
24 Hair preparation
25 Fountain order
26 Finishing order
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7 Trounce
8 Jargon
9 Pittsburgh or Watts
10 Certain gardener
11 Classic auto
12 Firmament
13 Hair preparation
15 Hair preparation
16 W. J. Bryan was one
17 Hair preparation
18 Curling
19 Sidekick of Amos
20 Monsieur, in Madrid
21 Sidekick of Amos
22 Monsieur, in Madrid
23 Sidekick of Amos
24 Monsieur, in Madrid
25 Wood for skis
26 Regrets
27 Eye amorously
28 Chief
29 Rival of Sparta and Athens
30 Magie or Banner of baseball
31 Trounce
32 Jargon
33 Pittsburgh or Watts
34 Certain gardener
35 Classic auto
36 Firmament
37 Hair preparation
38 Hair preparation
39 Hair preparation
40 Hair preparation
41 Hair preparation
42 Hair preparation
43 Hair preparation
44 Hair preparation
45 Hair preparation
46 Trounce
47 Jargon
48 Pittsburgh or Watts
49 Certain gardener
50 Classic auto
51 Firmament
52 Hair preparation
53 Hair preparation
54 Hair preparation
55 Hair preparation
56 Hair preparation
57 Hair preparation
58 Hair preparation
59 Hair preparation
60 Hair preparation
61 Hair preparation
62 Hair preparation
63 Hair preparation
64 Hair preparation
65 Hair preparation
66 Hair preparation
67 Hair preparation

CALVIN AND HOBBES

BILL WATTERSON

THAT'S GOOD. ONE... TWO...

THIRD: CLICK

STUDENT UNION BOARD

SECOND CITY TOURING CO.

WASHINGTON HALL
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1990
8:00 PM
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT LA FORTUNE INFORMATION DESK!!!
GENERAL ADMISSION
$5 EACH
Women's soccer improves to 8-2-1 after two road wins

By DAVID DIETEMAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's soccer team (6-2-1) took another step up on the ladder to regional prominence this weekend, notchng road wins over Indiana and Louisville.

On Friday afternoon, the Irish defeated perennial rival Indiana 5-0 behind the goal-scoring tandem of freshmen Stephanie Porter (three goals) and Allison Lester (two goals). On Sunday, Lester tallied Notre Dame's only goal, as the Irish tripped Louisville 1-0.

"We desperately needed a couple of wins on the road," said Notre Dame head coach Chris Petrucelli. "We really wanted to prove that we could win on the road, since we had been 1-2-1 away from home before this weekend. These games had good results for us. To get out on the road and come home with two shutouts and two wins is good.

"After the first ten minutes against Indiana, we moved Stephanie Porter forward to try to get her a chance on the attack," said Petrucelli. "Obviously, it worked, because she got three goals. The difference this weekend was that we talked about crossing goals to the far post. Stephanie Porter, who tallied the game-winning score against Indiana, concurred with her coach.

"We tried a new approach this weekend—we focused on crossing the ball to the far post."

The Observer / Ken Osgood

Women's team beat Midwestern Regional Indiana 5-0 and Louisville 1-0 over the weekend, improving to 6-2-1.

By RICH KURZ
Sports Writer

After returning on what was to be one of the most important road trips in team history, the Notre Dame men's soccer team (2-6-2) came back from its two-game trip. Usually the way it left, with only a scoreless tie to show for its efforts. The games with Indiana and Wisconsin were to be measuring marks for the Irish. Indiana, ranked ninth in the Soccer America poll, are the possessors of a powerful offense, highlighted by three-time All-American Tiana Zilvitis, who nailed the game-winning goal for the Hoosiers, as the Irish jumped out to a 4-0 lead.

"Defensively, we made a couple of mistakes early, but we recovered well," stated Petrucelli. "The whole weekend was very good for us. Gennifor Kwiatkowski has played very well at sweeper in the last couple of games."

In the game against Louisville, the Notre Dame defense again came through, holding Louisville to two goals while winning the game 8-0. "On offense, the backfield played very well," admitted Petrucelli. "I also think that our defense was very responsive to all the freshmen. They support us in what we do, and they are there for us when we need anything. They have been assets to the team a lot. Since everyone is so positive, we feel good about this team, and we're proud of our progress on the team and what this team will become. Our attitude shows in our play.

"Against Indiana, Notre Dame fired off 36 shots and eight corners, said Marianne Giolitto, assistant coach. "Sue Zilvitis had two. The Hoosiers, on the other hand, were held to eight shots and one corner kick, as the Irish jumped out to a 4-0 lead.

"We're 8-2-1 after two road wins, so we're happy. We're responsive to all the freshmen. They support us in what we do, and they are there for us when we need anything. They have been assets to the team a lot. Since everyone is so positive, we feel good about this team, and we're proud of our progress on the team and what this team will become. Our attitude shows in our play.

"Against Indiana, Notre Dame fired off 36 shots and eight corners," said Marianne Giolitto, assistant coach. "Sue Zilvitis had two. The Hoosiers, on the other hand, were held to eight shots and one corner kick, as the Irish jumped out to a 4-0 lead.

"We're 8-2-1 after two road wins, so we're happy. We're responsive to all the freshmen. They support us in what we do, and they are there for us when we need anything. They have been assets to the team a lot. Since everyone is so positive, we feel good about this team, and we're proud of our progress on the team and what this team will become. Our attitude shows in our play."

Women's soccer gets verbal intent from Texas star

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Editor

The Notre Dame basketball team has received a verbal commitment from a 6-9 forward from San Marcos, Texas.

Nathion Gilmore, a senior at San Marcos High School, will play for the Irish in the 1991-92 season. The early signing period began on May 15.

"I think I'm a pretty good player and that I can help them on the court," Gilmore said. "I can rebound, block shots and score. I can shoot the three-point shot. But I also think I'm pretty good in the classroom, too."

"Nathion is a great athlete," said San Marcos Coach Celeste Collier. "He's the floor leader. He's a good rebounder. He can jump well and blocks a lot of shots."

Gilmore averaged 15 points, nine rebounds and three blocks per game as a junior while the young Rattlers posted a 7-19 record. Every player on the San Marcos team will return for the 1990-91 season. At 6-9 and 215 pounds, Gilmore should make an impact with the Irish. Collier compares him in some ways to Irish standout LaPhonso Ellis. "I think Nathion will look up to him and pattern his game after him," Collier said.

Gilmore, who plans to major in business, agrees with Collier's assessment.

"We're both 6-9," Gilmore said. "He's (Ellis) worked hard to get where he's at. I'm going to have to do the same thing. I'll have to work hard and play basketball."

A mixed-up NFL these days

By RICH KURZ
Sports Writer

It's a mixed-up NFL these days. After recording a 28-35 record over the past four seasons, the Raiders were not expected to be sitting alone atop the competitive AFC West, especially with Denver coming off a strong season and the Kansas City Chiefs playing their best football since the Len Dawson days.

But the Raiders have used a tough defense and punishing ground attack to win their first four games, and with Bo Jackson soon to return from his baseball duties with the Kansas City Royals, L.A. may be tough to unseat.

In Philadelphia, meanwhile, the Eagles are 1-3 after losing to the lowly Indianapolis Colts on the last play of the game Sunday. As if that wasn't enough, Eagle quarterback Randall Cunningham has been benched in favor of that hard-nosed coach Buddy Ryan is "getting more and more humble. I wish he'd go back to his old crazy self."

Buddy Ryan humble? What would Mike Ditka say about that? The Eagles were supposed to challenge the New York Giants for the NFC East title this year...